Sports
- Who is the greatest QB of all time?
- Who is the best pitcher of all time?
- Which team is the most dominant of all time?
- What league is the most well-balanced?
- How much does an extra inch of height help a basketball player?

Pop Culture
- Who is the best actor alive today?
- What is the most successful singer/band in history?
- Are male actors paid more than female actors?
- Are movies with female leads as profitable as movies with male leads?
- Does winning a Grammy increase sales?

Politics
- Is “Stop and Frisk” a racist policy?
- Do Republican presidents tend to come from different states than Democratic ones?
- Do people in countries with universal healthcare live longer than people in countries that don’t?
- Was press coverage slanted for or against a particular candidate?

Education
- Do small schools perform better than large ones?
- Which has a stronger correlation with student achievement: race or wealth?
- Do bilingual classes result in better outcomes for ESL/ELL students?